Evaluation of droplet digital PCR for non-invasive prenatal diagnosis of phenylketonuria.
This study was carried out to establish a non-invasive prenatal diagnosis method for phenylketonuria (PKU) based on droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) and to evaluate its accuracy by comparison with conventional invasive diagnostic methods. A total of 24 PKU pedigrees that required prenatal diagnosis were studied, in which the genetic mutations in the probands and parents were unambiguous. Prenatal diagnosis of sibling fetuses was performed using traditional invasive prenatal diagnostic methods as a standard. At the same time, cell-free DNA (cfDNA) was extracted from maternal plasma and the fetal genes contained within were typed and quantified using ddPCR method. Invasive prenatal diagnosis determined that 3 of the 24 fetuses were affected, 8 of them were normal, and 13 were heterozygous carriers of pathogenic mutations. Successful non-invasive prenatal diagnosis analysis of PAH gene mutations was performed for 8 of the families using ddPCR method. Non-invasive prenatal diagnosis results were consistent with the results of the invasive prenatal diagnoses and no false positive or false negative results were found. In conclusion, this study is the first to establish non-invasive prenatal diagnosis of PKU based on ddPCR. The method showed high sensitivity and specificity from cfDNA, indicating that ddPCR is a reliable non-invasive prenatal diagnosis tool for PKU diagnosis. Graphical abstract.